Scion it

Scion is a discontinued marque of Toyota that debuted in Intended to appeal to younger
customers, the Scion brand emphasized inexpensive, stylish, and distinctive sport compact
vehicles, and used a simplified "pure price" sales concept that eschewed traditional trim levels
and dealer haggling ; each vehicle was offered in a single trim with a non-negotiable base price,
while a range of dealer-installed options was offered to buyers for personalizing their vehicles.
The brand first soft launched in the United States at selected Toyota dealers in the state of
California in June , before expanding nationwide by February However, Toyota's initial
propositions of short product cycles and aggressive pricing based on low dealer margins
became increasingly unsustainable as sales fell after the financial crisis of â€” In , Toyota
launched Project Genesis , an effort to bring younger buyers to the Toyota marque in the United
States. A Los Angeles-based digital design company, Fresh Machine, was retained by Toyota to
develop the brand, logo, and website. This project became known as Scion. Scion was marketed
as a youth brand and was first introduced in March , at the New York Auto Show. There were
just two concept vehicles, the bbX which became the xB , and the ccX which became the tC.
They were available only in Toyota dealerships in California at their initial launch on June 9, The
subsequent rollout of the brand to the South, the Southeast, and the East Coast occurred in
February Scion vehicles were available nationwide in June , coinciding with the release of the
tC. Both cars were then publicly unveiled on February 8, at the Chicago Auto Show. In
September , Scion expanded into Canada, with vehicles offered at 45 selected dealers starting
in Toronto , Montreal , and Vancouver , followed by other cities. Launch models included the tC,
xD, and xB. Sales of the Scion brand were down to a low of 45, for the model year, compared to
over , for The management tried to resuscitate the brand, hoping to sell 35, to 45, tC in a year
after the model was redesigned for In late , the xD and second-generation xB were in their
seventh year without a substantial redesign, and Scion sales were still far short of their peak.
Toyota began allowing dealers to drop the Scion marque without penalty. For the model year,
Scion released the iM hatchback, based on the international Toyota Auris , [16] and the iQ, xB,
and xD were discontinued. On February 3, , Toyota announced that the Scion brand would be
phased out in August after the model year, arguing that the company no longer required a
specific marque to target younger demographics. The then-upcoming C-HR was also moved to
the Toyota marque after originally being unveiled as a Scion. The change was not expected to
cause disruption to service options, as Scion models were sold and serviced at Toyota
dealerships. See List of Scion vehicles. Scion used sales tools such as "Pure Price" and
monospec trim levels with a wide selection of factory and TRD accessories. This included the
vehicle, accessories, finance and insurance products. The concept aimed to be open and
consistent to all customers. The concept was not new to the U. Scion's sales approach differed
greatly from that of the Toyota brand. In the United States, for instance, the Toyota Camry was
offered with four different trim levels intended for different crowds budget-conscious,
mainstream, sports-oriented and luxury ; [29] all Scions, in contrast, had only one standard trim
level monospec and were designed to be uniquely customized for the driver. However, some
options, such as Ground Effects, do prevent other accessories such as mud flaps from being
installed. Beginning in the second quarter of with the launch of the Scion xB RS 1. Pre-ordering
is available at each dealership on a first-come, first-served basis. In , the median age of a Toyota
consumer was 54 years old. Comparatively, Scion's average buyer age at that time was lowest
in the industry, at Initially, Scion's first two cars the xA and xB , while unusual for American
roads, were well received among consumers not interested in standard entry-level vehicles. The
marque's best-selling year was , with , vehicles sold. Sales dropped in the ensuing years, to 57,
vehicles in By the time it was discontinued, over a million Scion-branded cars were sold. To
advertise Scion, Toyota began a promotional campaign using a form of guerrilla marketing ,
using posters and ads in movie theaters and TV to direct consumers to its various
"want2bsquare" web sites. Scion sponsored two commercials featuring Concours race car
driver Matt Verbin during the Castle Hill Concours d'Elegance, showing him racing a custom
painted yellow and orange xB on Cambridge streets. Scion also teamed with Gaia Online,
providing the xB, xD, and tC as a choice for user cars, as well as other things across the site.
Scion also used smaller, regional viral campaigns to reach niche demographics. Online
campaigns such as Scion xPressionism allowed a user to modify and design their own Scion
with graphics, decals, and aftermarket car parts. Online advertising , much of it quirky and
offbeat, was part of Scion's marketing mix for both these campaigns and for the launch of new
models. Shows like Slick's Picks went around the country interviewing artists, stores, and
events and put short videos on the site. Scion Radio 17 was an internet-radio initiative that
features 17 non-mainstream channels, ranging from rock and hip hop to electro and soul. In
August , Scion released the "United by Individuality" ad campaign, featuring over Scion owners'
vehicles in various magazine articles, commercials, and billboards. The latest commercial video

showed a convoy of Scions parading through the desert in Boulder City , Nevada. These videos
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manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate fee for processing, handling and
delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these services is called the "Delivery,
Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling and
delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be
subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required equipment. The
published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will
vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For more information

on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. See
Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available at time of
posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature. EPA
ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare
for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25,
miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance schedule as
described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids,
except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid only in the
continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for
details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance.
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Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90 days from inception. Interest will accrue from
inception and the total amount of interest you will pay may be higher due to the deferment.
Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum contract term is 75 months. May not be
combined with certain other offers. See your participating Toyota dealer for details. Must
complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7, through August 3, Use for comparison
purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is called the "Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling and delivery services
Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure. Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5
4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers normal factory scheduled
maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first. Roadside Assistance does not
include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for details and exclusions.

